First, let me say that i am delighted to be here raising with you certain questions and issues concerning the forces that are defining and shaping slovenia in this complicated, perhaps postmodern, moment. before digging into those issues i should probably say a few words about where i come from intellectually. the interests that i bring to the table lie in the transformations of formerly socialist societies and in particular in the place of communications, broadly construed, in the political, social, and cultural transitions of eastern europe in the last several decades. the big issue i am concerned with is the way that specific spheres of communication, like the press, mass televisual entertainment, academic scholarship, etc., evolve as vectors and vehicles of power. i have written about communications, journalism, and socialism in the context of the soviet union and russia, where for at least a century projects of transformation have followed each other with dizzying rapidity. in russia, as you recall, a vast, backward empire was destroyed in the course of a world war and then a civil war; it was transformed in two decades into an industrialized nation, only to be bombed back to a pre-industrial state during World War ii, from which it reconstructed itself into a shell of a modern, urban, nation; then in 1991 it underwent another significant metamorphosis to some kind of authoritarian capitalism. of course, unspeakable atrocities occurred in this century, but at the same time, fascinating and unprecedented innovations in how people related to each other also occurred, innovations that i do not dismiss as aberrations or fantasies. my book [Wolfe 2005] was about one such innovation that flickered in and out during the soviet union's existence, namely of a mass journalism that posed 
to its readers fascinating questions about personal conduct, and that in its best form was a kind of thinking out-loud about what a good society was and how to achieve it. of course, soviet journalism was afflicted with all the problems of the soviet system -bureaucratic control, nepotism, dogmatism, and opportunism -but i thought it was worth figuring out how some people worked within it and produced striking records of intellectual and personal growth.
i am now thinking about the consequences of the disappearance of these socialist worlds, and about how we can adequately describe what happened as these dozen or so idiosyncratically socialist societies gave up, ignored, and eventually overthrew those institutions of control that had existed for the previous forty-five years. a mass society without any forms of control is both unthinkable and impossible, and so my main question is, what system or mechanism or practice of control comes into being after the central, visible form of control of a single mass party and an officially proclaimed ideological discourse disappears? Following michel Foucault's analysis of liberalism [burchell et. al. 1991; Foucault 2008] , i tend to see power wherever i see the word freedom. This means that i am very interested in things like freedom of worship, freedom of speech, mass consumption, and competitive party politics. These practices demand that people assemble themselves and treat others in new ways, according to the logics of the specific assumptions of particular spheres. The assemblage that Foucauldians call "advanced liberal" puts those feelings of autonomy, independence, and freedom, at the heart of a reorganized social order. These new centers of power are as it were hiding in plain sight, that is, in the very institutions whose autonomy from the party-state was one of the causes of the historical upheaval in the first place. i am talking about religious organizations, political parties, newspapers, intellectual journals, and tv networks, for example, institutions whose main role is to communicate, to transport and transmit ideas, thoughts, impressions, feelings, etc. modern europe is an amazing place to observe "freedom in action," to play on the title of a book by the sociologist of science, bruno latour [1988] .
but what i would like to talk about today is something both smaller and larger than this important subject of transition. i would like to reflect on something that has been agitating me for quite a while now, namely the practices of the social sciences. This agitation stems from the tension i feel between what could be called a desire for authentic inquiry, and the actual cultural work that we do as social scientists. The existence of this gap is i think one of the lessons of a study of the history of social science. on the one hand there is inquiry, which involves our interaction with "material," "sources," "informants," "realities," and "archives," but then there are the disciplinary practices that transform this stuff into cultural products. For after all, that is what a scholarly book or journal is, a product of a culture and of a specific social milieu within that culture that supports the production of these artifacts. or put another way, there is the strange work people do of traveling to distant places to talk to very different kinds of people and to sit in often cold buildings looking at old, dusty razprave in razgledi / artiCles and essays manuscripts, and then there is the turning of that experience into meaningful knowledge by putting it through the disciplinary machine.
This topic interests me for many reasons, but especially because i have watched with such interest the viral spread of the term "interdisciplinarity" in the american academy. if a grant proposal does not say "interdisciplinary" in it, then you might as well forget it. yet what is almost never asked is what it means to be interdisciplinary or to do interdisciplinary work. at its worst it appears an amplification of pretension: if you have two disciplines under your belt, you are twice as good as someone with only one.
my sense of what interdisciplinary means comes from very different sources. my training was of a very different kind from most social scientists. i did not receive skills and knowledge from my teachers and mentors; rather i was trained to cultivate a kind of nietzschean suspicion of the kinds of knowledge that both disciplines of history and anthropology had produced. This was the perspective of a number of anthropologists, historians, and literary scholars in the us and uk who came of age in the 1970s and 80s, and who saw both dogmatic state socialism and crusading american capitalism as the debilitating effect of a particular epistemological orientation to the world. They questioned the assumptions at the heart of both disciplines concerning objectivity, truth, and fact. They were assisted in this work by a great deal of other writing about the emergence of science that argued that the rise of science in the West was not the outcome of an inevitable progress of the mind and its powers of knowing, but rather the contingent outcome of political, social, economic, and cultural changes. and yet today we view science almost as a religion, as an arcane, highly technological, and largely hidden terrain of expertise far beyond the powers of the everyday person to comprehend. and the social sciences have certainly retained to this day a connection to the empirical, positivist method of detached observer investigating the messy material out there. social science departments have modeled themselves on the hard sciences for many decades; they operate with theories and hypotheses that are then tested out in the real world. They operate according to a hierarchy of quantitative, numerical data over qualitative, discursive data by using the words "hard" and "soft" to denote these two types of results. hard data is valued because it refers to real things out there in the world, while soft data is also usually fuzzy data, uncertain, and often ambiguous. These terms reveal how the hierarchy is clearly gendered as well.
and when one looks back to the history of the social sciences in america and western europe (no doubt eastern europe as well, i am not familiar with the founding fathers of the disciplines there) during the 20 th century, one finds an ambiguous record of achievement, to say the least. on the positive side, we note a breathtaking series of brilliant individuals struggling with their lives and with their societies: durkheim obsessed with suicide and solidarity [durkheim 1997] ; Franz boas and his student margaret mead arguing tirelessly for the relativity of cultures in an era in which western dominance of the globe made civilizational hierarchies commonsensical; the american historian Carl becker in the 1930s cutting against the scientific, positivist grain in historiography by insisting that history has Thomas C. Wolfe, ConsTiTuTion of an objeCT of sTudy. slovenia beTWeen Global and loCal … no particular method, that, as he said in the title of a well-known essay, "everyman [is] his own historian." [becker 1931] but behind these inspiring individuals is a backdrop that is less than reassuring, for one can argue that the rise of the social sciences at the end of the 19 th century, was one segment of a broad development in which social scientific knowledge was used to create vast hierarchies of difference based upon race, religion, ethnicity, language, education, and gender. We are familiar with these as being the strategies of rule that Foucault grouped under the term "biopolitics." Common to all biopolitical strategies was their emergence from scientific institutions that supplied an image of prestige, power, and validity to projects of colonial, imperial, and national control.
and we could likewise examine the discipline of history for the way that historical knowledge became one of the key zones of knowledge required by elites in the state building projects of the nineteenth century. after all, as many scholars have argued, it was hard to recruit soldiers and ask them to die in horrendous warfare if they didn't somehow feel that they were dying for an immortal nation. history books therefore take on great importance as that repertory of stories about the nation (and about the West, and any other transcendent collectivity) that will generate an automatic emotional response whenever the nation is criticized, threatened, or in the worst case, invaded.
This helps explain the deadly seriousness of the seemingly minor issue of textbooks. all over the world, elites view textbooks as a direct channel to the hearts and minds of citizens, and therefore they need to say just the right thing. in japan, they cannot impugn the image of the armed forces for their conduct in korea and China; in turkey they cannot so much as hint that the leaders who founded turkey's modern state tried to exterminate the armenians; in the us many textbooks gloss over the glaring and disturbing contradictions of the life of so great an american as Thomas jefferson, not to mention all the other founding fathers.
This need for historians to be in the service of a larger political project is today taking on new and interesting forms. i would only point out how the national project in the us has been greatly assisted by the appearance in the last two decades of the history Channel, the vast majority of whose programming is dedicated to the series of wars that the us has been involved in, going back to before there even was a united states. Thus the educational system is augmented by the entertainment system so that every day, at pretty much any time, experts, historians, tell us the history of our nation. needless to say, the point of this history is not to inspire critical reflection on our past, but to make us grateful for the heroes who made possible the dramatic pageant of america. Why does all this history get produced? one is tempted to trot out here an old marxist argument about ideology: for those in control of modern states, citizens as individuals are always potentially dangerous: they may refuse to do what is demanded of them because they might not see the world in the way elites want them to. Thus they have to be educated into their proper functions.
now what is wrong with this? on the one hand, nothing at all. as long as you accept razprave in razgledi / artiCles and essays the structure of modernity, with individuals being a part of nations that supervise and facilitate their well-being, then you will find history perfectly normal, and you will only be worried about the intentions of elites, for the ways they might use a compliant citizenry for their own selfish ends. but on the other hand, it raises the question of how, today, in slovenia and in the us, educated elites should educate their citizens. should they be taught from a young age to identify with national heroes? should they be taught to identify with a dominant cultural image of the nation, using all means available, including stereotypes, clichés, and myths? What kind of stories should they be taught? all this suggests that the histories of both anthropology and history should make us pause and consider the ways that contemporary social science disciplines and their institutions and practices might still be connected to those whose pernicious effects were plain to see. We could perhaps discuss how disciplines can be restructured or reorganized so that they serve a different, less politically conserving role.
This seems particularly important given the dominant thrust of the historiography about nations that has appeared in the last two decades. The basic theoretical question this material poses is, how do historians and anthropologists write after the discovery that a nation is an imagined community? For at the heart of this discovery (but maybe this is too strong a word) is the realization that the politics of modernity is driven by discourses that have no purchase on any reality, but that rather construct realities and set them in contrast to other realities. From this perspective, the slovenian nation, like the american nation, is an invention of the 19 th century. This object, the slovenian nation, took shape as anthropologists constructed ancient particularities, as economists discovered comparative advantage, as politicians discovered the power and pleasure of mass politics, and as historians described in the local tongue a set of events that conditioned the lives of many generations. The challenging thing to understand is that these discourses became hard, solid, and real, to the extent that it appeared that slovenia designated something "out there," and not the product of different inquiries, each with their own particular method.
now we should recognize what appears an irony or appropriateness of history, that the same decade that saw the appearance of benedict anderson's book [1983 or 1991] also saw the idea of the nation as the main vector for the dismantling of state socialism. to me, far from this confirming the reality of nations, this confirms the reality of discourse and of the communicational systems that support and sustain these discourses. For discourses are not simply ideas or mental constructions, they are also simultaneously media. arguments do not exist apart from the means of their transport, as regis debray [1996] argues, and we have ignored for too long the independent power of the media to shape events previously assumed to be solely the product of ideas. so, for example, the awakening of slovenian identity that occurred through rock music and a band like laibach that had such consequences for political life was indelibly marked by the sociality of Fender guitars, and the dark basements and warehouses where they were used, and the scratchy cassettes that transported these sounds. perhaps we could say more provocatively that different technologies of communications gave birth in the late 1980s to a different kinds of nations. so that instead of imagining that a single polish or a single slovenian nation took shape after state socialism, perhaps it would be more accurate to imagine different layers of national discourses piling up, corresponding to the evolving interests of different segments of society, and the technologies that enabled them to enact the nation in their own way.
all this implies that any national identity is continually in the process of construction by discourses whose effect is the impression that the nation is as real as one's family. so that today we take for granted the idea of national governments, of national histories, of national economies, of national identities and characters, but if we trace these out historically and anthropologically, we note moments of emergence, of splicing and splitting, of fixing and hardening, of disappearance and sheer invention. For example, as timothy mitchell reminds us in his book Rule of Experts [2002] , there was no such thing as a national economy until the 1950s, when methods of national accounting were agreed up on by professional economists.
in other words, it seems to me that the appearance of the nation as an imagined community poses a tremendous challenge to social science in forcing us to remember that when we refer to a nation, we are referring not to something self-evident, but rather to a problem. The implications of this are quite profound because it means we can no longer view social science as a window on the life of the nation but as one of the dimensions within which this life is constructed.
This contemporary moment is complicated, not least because of the heterogeneity and variety of practices of knowledge production; there are many disciplines that write in very different ways about the nation. some disciplines do not see the complexity of their own histories as anything to grapple with, and thus do not demand a level of self-reflexivity in their inquiries. some speak or write about the nation as if it were an easily accounted for unit of reality. take for example, the book about slovenia, Uncertain Path, by the harvard trained political scientist rudolf martin rizman [2006] . it is a work that surveys the transition in slovenia from the perspective of that sub-discipline of political science informally known as 'transitology," which seeks to understand the prospects for a stable transition from state socialism to democracy. it is like the dozens and dozens of books that analyze the recent past of a nation in eastern europe by assessing the state of civil society, examining the contributions of intellectuals, and gauging the state of the threat from the radical right. like many books of this genre, and despite the apparently disinterested, scientific framing of the material, its main task seems to me to be one of reassurance: to make a judgment about the future, to leave the reader with the feeling that either slovenia is ok, or things are not ok. either there is democracy and civil society and the rule of law, or there is the likelihood of a slide back into totalitarianism. i'm sure you all be happy to hear that slovenia, like a number of other eastern european countries, has "reached the early stage of consolidated democracies…reversal to some sort of rightwing or populist authoritarianism or an economic collapse is, hopefully, unlikely. despite… razprave in razgledi / artiCles and essays zones of uncertainty," these countries have demonstrated consistent progress that will eventually improve their still-deficient democratic institutions and historically inherited political cleavages. The preceding chapters offer strong grounds for optimism for Slovenia's trajectory toward full and viable democracy." [rizman 2006: 156] now i don't know rizman and my comments here about the book are not intended as a criticism of him personally, but rather a set of observations about the discipline that both shaped the book and that approved it. The core assumption is that nations are units that slide along a scale with authoritarianism at the bad end of the scale and something called full democracy at the good end. The scale also has a time dimension because the democratic end is about the future and the bad, authoritarian end is about the past. good countries are moving into the future and democracy, while bad countries are still "stuck" in the past. to figure out where a country is on the scale, the scholar adopts a metrics that assigns numbers to things like "religiosity," "values," and "commitment to democracy." at any given moment countries are located on a spectrum of democracticness, a spectrum which purports to be descriptive, but is also clearly normative, in that the countries higher up on the list are clearly better than the ones lower down on the list. as we come across such a chart, we think, Boy, I'd much rather live somewhere high up on the list than somewhere down on the bottom. Perhaps it would be interesting to visit one of those non-or not yet-democratic places, but I sure wouldn't want to live there. These lists are particularly valuable in the case of slovenia, because it usually does pretty well in the rankings. among other things, this is an objective way for slovenes to feel good about themselves, in comparison to other postsocialist spaces, places like, say, uzbekistan and armenia.
These tables of rankings are a classic instance of what Foucauldians have come to call technologies of inscription, which refers to the banal, everyday way that completely subjective things are made into objective, scientific facts. my favorite example is the table of religiosity from rizman's book. my observation in response to it is that "religion" is so complicated that it means very little to abstract it into quantifiable categories that would enable judgments as to the relative "importance" of religion in a place. but having this table then facilitates a judgment about democracy, since religion is assumed to be the "opposite" of democracy. This is a hydraulic model of civil society: pump in democracy, pump out religion. religion, here stands in for the idea of "dogmatic ideology," and the idea that people could take "religion" and make it into something valuable, wholesome, and socially vital, does not seem thinkable.
The rankings are therefore judgments about progress and backwardness, that have come to have the force of fact. and if you think these kinds of rankings are benign or unimportant or sometimes silly, then i would argue that precisely these kinds of rankings have great authority in places like the state department, the imF, and commercial banks where numerical information provides a shortcut for avoiding, as well as a means for grasping complex, ethically charged issues. investors looking for a place to plop down eight or eighty or eight hundred million dollars might consult a list like the one on page 145 of rizman's book that divides the formerly socialist countries into five categories: consolidated democracies, democracies (some consolidation), transitional governments or hybrid regimes, autocracies, and consolidated autocracies. a second fascinating aspect of these assessments of national fitness that i can't help pointing out concerns the use of history. We note in reading a book like rizman's that it is full of history, of historical events, historical judgments, historical material, and historical narratives. but the past is never confronted as a past, as a set of vanished events that leave an abundance of often confusing, contradictory, and confounding traces. There is never the recognition that it is difficult to interpret the past and even trickier to judge it. it is as if these events did not take place in the past, but in much less murky realm, like the archives of a television station. here history appears not as something to be interpreted, but rather to be catalogued, and sure enough in the back of rizman's book is an appendix called " Chronology, 1974 Chronology, -2005 Chronology, ," [2006 ] that simply lists events, much as a medieval chronicle would, by year and month. Why is this here? oh yes. We recall that the formation of political scientists rarely includes a moment when they are confronted with the argument that the past only becomes meaningful when constructed, and that there is a world of difference between a chronicle and a history. What is certainly not at issue is either the historicity of one's own terms, or the fact that the situation judged in the past was itself the product of a complex set of contingent developments. put differently, the absence or presence of something like civil society or democracy is itself the outcome of complex forces shaping the nature of government in any given place at any given time. an authentic inquiry into history would seek to explain why government looks the way it does, taking into account the deeply cultural nature of government. history cannot be the activity of rummaging around in the past as if it were an old trunk. you cannot then slam the lid shut after you have found what you are looking for. teaching people that this is indeed possible is itself a form of power. today, the most powerful and prestigious institutions of western education indoctrinate aspiring social scientists from "not-yet-very-democratic" countries into this way of seeing the world. one might suspect that treating one's native country and culture as an object of political science research might cause a certain psychological tension in the practitioners themselves. (i am reminded of the scene in one of milan kundera's novels in which the Czech scholar on his first visit to the west forgets to give his scholarly talk, overwhelmed as he is by being the object of the self-congratulatory gaze of western audience).
The point of this digression about rizman is to remind ourselves of the power of disciplines that remain focused on the nation and to note the emotional core of ostensibly objective scientific practices.
but things are perhaps even more complicated. For if the historical experience of our disciplines is something that needs to be confronted, then equally important is to recognize how the nation shifts around in debates about cultural freedom and political autonomy. here the culprit is "globalization." put crudely, the question is, how should we deploy the analytic unit of the nation when forces, processes, and actors from outside or beyond the nation's borders operate at the heart of those institutions that have been the crucial sites for the nation's invention? how should we deal with both the category and its effects when many kinds of transnational expertise have come into being that, in an epistemological sleight of hand, give the gift of reality to nations, particularly nations who experienced the "unreality" of socialism?
it might help here to refer to an article by Frederic jameson, entitled "notes on globalization as a philosophical issue," from a volume entitled The Cultures of Globalization [Jameson 1998 ]. jameson's starting point is recognizing that any national life is shot through with global forces. he asks how any explanatory framework of any social phenomenon these days not attend explicitly to the multiple presences of things like transnational capital that fuels the world economy; a global tourism infrastructure that makes encountering otherness a part of the vast majority of people's everyday experiences; a global popular imaginary populated by a fluid cast of princesses, politicians, billionaires, and actors; a global surveillance net that looks for "bad guys" on the vastly different scales of molecules and dna on the one hand, and satellites and gis on the other; a system of mass consumption that stitches together the "buying" of the global north with the "selling" of the global south; and an ever more intricate network of global government, in which "non-national" actors play an ever great role in national lives. it is not that the nation is going away or is not important. it will always have its constituencies. it is just that writing about the nation as if it were a container of indigenous processes is to put all one's analytic marbles in a rather small social scientific basket.
his main concern, here, however, is not with globalization writ large, but with the interaction between globalization and national cultures. This is particularly useful in encouraging those of us interested in media and communications to ask ourselves how should we approach contemporary cultural production anywhere, including in slovenia, where the owner of the most popular commercial network, Central european media enterprises, ltd., is an american company based in bermuda, and when both private and public tv are pipelines for a nonstop flow of american shows? here he points a fundamental paradox with consequences for the social sciences.
on the one hand, there is the fact that today culture is no longer subordinated to politics. With the consolidation of a global human rights discourse, and the liberal or better, neoliberal international order, there is now widespread consensus that cultures represent whole, autonomous, vital units of human belonging. The "job" of a culture, after all, is to express itself, and finally we have a world in which the creative genius of peoples makes possible a breathtaking mosaic of human creativity. instead of modernism's antipathy to the marginal, the particular, the "minor," globalization seizes these and celebrates them. in these circumstances people finally need not fear expressing themselves. to the contrary, self-expression becomes the most fulfilling task of any group. no one blinks an eye anymore when a group speaks of its linguistic, cultural, and ethnic identity, or when it speaks of the need to preserve its culture and way of life. of course, this understanding is still uneven; a place like tibet still struggles with Chinese imperial rule, but the dalai lama's recent position is revealing, in that it is all about culture: if the Chinese will allow the tibetans to express themselves via their culture and religion, they will accept Chinese political governance.
This development has been especially important for smaller peoples and cultures such as that of slovenia. slovenia has withstood numerous projects of assimilation (first under the imperial projects of the ottoman and habsburg empires, then under the federal projects of the yugoslav republic, the yugoslav kingdom, and the nearly half-century of socialist yugoslavia.) despite the presence of these outside agents over the centuries, it is evident that something called slovenian culture has survived, and today we can be pretty certain that no state will ever again try to force slovenians to give up their language or culture.
but on the other hand, there is a different way to read the effects of globalization on culture. and on these metaphoric maps we do not see a huge number of small brightly colored splotches of identity, protected and encouraged by international organizations and laws, but rather just a few vast colorful washes of market share. These represent the power of culture-nations whose production flows out beyond the borders of their state. These cultures reflect not depth or creativity but rather sheer economic power. There are only a few european states visible here. japan stands out, certainly, as do india and China given the vast size of their populations and their extensive diasporas, and brazil and mexico somewhat, but above all and unmistakably there is the us, with its century long domination of mass culture. so again, over here a map showing the thousands of autonomous cultures, and over there broad, borderless spaces that represent the homogenizing force of things like the hollywood system, the american techno-imaginary (visible in things like pixar films like "toy story") and the american commodity of gladiatorial sport. but jameson is calling our attention to more than simply a handful of blockbuster films and tv shows. he points out that the contemporary concern in many countries goes beyond a fear of the kind of "americanization" of european culture that agitated people during the Cold War, especially in France and latin america. at stake here is the global trade in cultural products dominated by the us that is perhaps the only economic sphere the us leads the world in. many scholars and intellectuals have for decades articulated the fear that what the us dominance is leading to is the inexorable detachment of young people from the roots of their own cultures. it is not simply that they are watching american film heroes like rambo and american tv serials, it is that they are absorbing a relationship to the material world, one defined above all by mass consumption. to put it harshly, this seems to be america's main cultural export: materialism and a kind of narcissism. it is ironic, then, or at the very least paradoxical, that the world historical moment that has finally seen universal recognition of the central value of cultural autonomy and integrity, has also seen the global dominance of a particular culture's expression and way of life. now i realize that these observations are debatable. maybe scholars critical of us cultural production overstate their case. maybe the messages that derive from american razprave in razgledi / artiCles and essays popular culture, while ubiquitous, do not really affect the core values of a society. maybe it is possible for slovenian or French or argentinean culture to retain their identities even as they adapt and absorb the marketing techniques, production values, and advertising tricks developed in the states. but one thing jameson finds very naïve is any faith in the progressive political potential of mass culture:
Suppose 1998: 69] here the confusion derives from thinking that powerful media institutions, in operating on the self images of consumers, does not also affect how people understand themselves as political actors. but then there is also the problem of not recognizing how mass market commodities are charged with the symbolic and the libidinal. strategies for the selling of commodities have long since ceased to appeal to reason or argument; today the task of advertisers is how to turn them into libidinal images, cultural signs.
jameson's conclusion is that the conceptual confusion caused by globalization is clarified when we realize that our analyses often posit a "malign and standardizing or despotic identity," the nation, that animates our constructions of reality. This is often done because when we posit the nation-state or the state apparatus as the demonic source of problems, we can identify a solution: the proliferation of "micro-political forms of difference" that will whittle away the unitary and powers of the state. The cultural must do battle with the political, as it did in yugoslavia in the 1980s and 90s. but when we shift our focus and identify americanization and the creation of a flat transnational economic realm controlled from just a handful of centers as the culprit, then the most effective agents of opposition are likely to be nation-states, with their authoritative national cultural voices and their powers of regulation. here culture is political in its ability to rally the national population against the forces of transnational capital.
This question of levels is quite relevant to the contemporary situation concerning the eu and its member states, since the eu appears simultaneously as a nation wanting or hoping to protect its citizens from the oppressive homogenizing tendencies of the american controlled global market, and as a homogenizing force of its own that must be resisted by member-states. on the one hand brussels appears as a delegated authority leading the fight on behalf of the multiple cultures and identities in europe, promoting regional cuisines, slow food, and the breathtaking variety of european landscapes, but on the other hand it appears as a coherent, oppressive center in its own right, manipulating national cultures with a wide range of carrots and sticks, including subsidies and grants and scholarships and stipends. The ambiguity over the location of despotic power mirrors the ambiguity of resistance. to the degree that they perceive european integration as a positive process, some people will see nation states as units that together can indeed constitute a viable, single political whole. For nationalists, on the other hand, there can be no distinction between the cultural and the political, since what is always under threat is the creative unity of national culture.
We could add that the situation in europe is that much more complicated because of the presence of two types of states: the large, culturally, ethnically and linguistically heterogeneous states like France, britain, italy, germany and spain, and the smaller, largely homogeneous states, many of them in eastern europe. in the east, governments are in the habit of assuming a sponsorship over the national culture, while in the West, it is no longer self-evident what the national culture consists of, as the pathetic discussion in the presidential elections in France over which candidate was more "French" attests. in other words, homogeneity can present historians and anthropologists with a dilemma. What to do with being a pocket of homogeneity within a larger entity that unlike previous larger entities, does not intend on overt colonization or assimilation? but how does this paradox appear in the context of someplace like slovenia? on the one hand it would tell a history about slovenia's recent achievement of cultural independence from the empires and federations that sought to control slovenes in the past; it might then celebrate the durability of slovene culture in all its diasporic vitality. but another kind of analysis would show slovenia's rapid absorption into the vast symbolic and ideological homogenized mass culture organized from the us. This kind of cultural history, then, would analyze just how slovenia managed to emerge as a node on the global network of mass culture. This would require first historical narratives about the degree and nature of yugoslavia's penetration by western mass culture between 1945 and 1990, as well as an account of how western and yugoslav/socialist mass culture complemented and clashed with each other. it would involve, for example, a history of consumer desire under socialism (slavenka drakulić) and how this desire was analyzed and criticized by certain autonomous cultural voices from laibach to slavoj Žižek and beyond. and then this might be complemented by an anthropology that seeks to understand how western mass culture actually takes form in a place like slovenia today. here we can imagine any number of ethnographic projects that would, like elizabeth dunn does in her book Privatizing Poland [2004] , describe how forms of thought and life made possible by the global market come to shape, grind against, and sometimes usurp ways of thought and life that then appear as "local" or "cultural" or "traditional."
in conclusion, recognizing this condition of globalization means, i would argue, that disciplines should no longer operate as they have been. For historians, the big question is an obvious one: what is the place of the nation in one's history? does one's history assume the nation as an autonomous and unitary entity, or does it promote a vision of the nation as always embedded in complex transnational and transcultural connections? or better, not simply embedded in connections, but rather constituted by them? does one's history develop and explore the idea that the nation emerged out of mundane tasks, like compiling statistical tables, surveying farmland, and writing stories about "great men"? and for anthropologists: we might ask about one's relation to the anthropology as a nationalizing discourse. how do we go about recognizing one's fellow nationals as citizens at the same time that they are informants? and thus that one's relationship to them is constituted not only historically, through the past, but politically, in the present? and how do we recognize that in many ways the objects of anthropological analysis, people living ways of life seen to be more coherent, authentic, traditional, than our own, are also living fully and completely in the 21 st century? What happens to anthropology when both ethnographer and informant see each other as struggling to make sense of the complexity of globalization? does the ethnographer, for example, contribute to the construction of a place and people as picturesque and folkloric by siding with them in their struggle to market themselves as tourist attractions? or does one study the tourists, just as much as one studies the object of their touristic gaze? difficult questions, to be sure.
but we can be sure of one thing: globalization not only provides the opportunity for social scientists to write and think in new ways. one can argue that we have no choice. only by giving up, letting go, and distancing ourselves from some of our most cherished concepts, methods, and plot-lines, can we see things afresh. 
